The comparative molecular surface analysis (CoMSA) with modified uniformative variable elimination-PLS (UVE-PLS) method: application to the steroids binding the aromatase enzyme.
The application of the CoMSA method to analyze 3D QSAR of 50 steroid aromatase inhibitors is described. The 3D QSAR model obtained, reaching a value of cross-validated q(2) = 0.96 (s = 0.31), significantly outperforms those reported in the literature for the CoMFA or CoSA (CoSASA). It is shown that the Uniformative Variable Elimination UVE-PLS or modified iterative UVE procedure (IVE-PLS) can be used for indicating the regions contributing to the binding activity. Thus, after separating the series into two groups of the training and test molecules quite correct external predictions result from the processing of the training set. We proved that the procedure of the data elimination provides stable results, if tested in 50 random runs of the IVE-PLS-CoMSA with different training/test sets. Depending upon the procedure used the quality of the predictions for 25 test molecules is given by SDEP = sum(y(pred)-y(obs))(2)/n)(1/2) = 0.321 - 0.782.